INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

Centromeres act as the assembly site of the multi-subunit kinetochore complex and spindle microtubules, facilitating chromosome segregation during mitosis and meiosis ([@B1]). In most eukaryotes, centromeres are identified by the H3 variant CENP-A, also known as CID in *Drosophila melanogaster*, which replaces H3 in a subset of centromeric nucleosomes ([@B1],[@B4],[@B5]). CENP-A overexpression and stable misincorporation can create neocentromeres, defined as active centromeres located at an ectopic site ([@B6],[@B7]). Error correction mechanisms remove ectopic CENP-A during S-phase to prevent neocentromere formation in mammalian cells ([@B8]), a process that is regulated by ubiquitin-mediated proteolysis in yeasts and flies ([@B9]). If uncorrected, ectopic CENP-A could lead to abnormal kinetochore formation and segregation defects, ultimately contributing to genome instability ([@B14]).

Overexpressed and mislocalized CENP-A is proposed to be a prognostic and predictive marker for tumor malignancy ([@B15]), however, little is known about CENP-A misincorporation mechanism(s). In human cells, overexpression of CENP-A leads to the formation of H3.3-CENP-A heterotypic nucleosomes that require DAXX, an H3.3-specific chaperone, for chromatin incorporation ([@B18],[@B19]). Importantly, tethering of the CENP-A-specific histone chaperone HJURP is sufficient for ectopic CENP-A localization and kinetochore assembly ([@B20]), and it has also been suggested that HJURP is the limiting factor for centromeric restriction of CENP-A ([@B16],[@B21]). CAF-1, an H3.1 and H3.3-specific chaperone in *Saccharomyces cerevisiae*, and HIRA, an H3.3-specific chaperone, were also implicated in mislocalization of CENP-A in human colon cancer cells ([@B22],[@B23]). It is yet unclear if other loading factors or complexes are also involved in mislocalizing CENP-A or which factors act in other organisms. In Drosophila, CAL1 has been identified as the CENP-A-specific loading factor ([@B24],[@B25]).

Many chromatin remodeling complexes exist in eukaryotes, which use ATP-dependent DNA translocation activity to bind and move nucleosomes. Additional subunits in these complexes mediate the specific mechanism of chromatin remodeling ([@B26]). Some of the subunits can be found in several different complexes, for instance RbAp46/48 is a component of the ISWI family class remodeling complex NURF and also in the CHD family remodeler NuRD ([@B27]). RbAp46/48 is thought to function by interacting directly with histones, especially as a chaperone of H3-H4 at newly replicated DNA within the CAF-1 complex ([@B28]). RbAp48 has been reported to interact with CENP-A-containing chromatin in Drosophila cultured cells ([@B29],[@B30]). A RbAp48-containing HAT1 complex mediates acetylation of histone H4 K5 and 12, which is important for CENP-A deposition to centromeric chromatin in human cells ([@B31]). This is the same acetyltransferase that is required for Drosophila CENP-A loading to centromeres ([@B29]).

CENP-A targeting to centromeres is functionally conserved and requires the CENP-A-targeting domain (CATD) within the histone fold domain (HFD) of CENP-A ([@B32]). CATD is required for CENP-A chaperone specificity, centromeric targeting, and altered nucleosome structure ([@B32],[@B33]) reviewed in ([@B36]). The function of the N-terminal histone tail of CENP-A is less understood. CENP-A N-terminal tails are extremely divergent in length and sequence: The human CENP-A N-terminus is relatively short whereas the N-termini of, for example, *Drosophila*, *Arabidopsis*, and budding yeast CENP-A proteins are relatively long, 125 amino acids in the case of *Drosophila melanogaster* ([@B34]). So far only the tail of yeast Cse4 has been shown to be essential ([@B37]). Overexpression of tail-truncated mammalian CENP-A suggested a role of the tail in the recruitment of some kinetochore proteins, and the spindle assembly checkpoint kinase BubR1 was shown to be recruited to the tail of *Drosophila* CENP-A when tethered ectopically ([@B38],[@B39]). Furthermore, EGFP-tagged deletion constructs revealed a function of the *Arabidopsis* HTR12 tail in meiosis ([@B40]). Previous work also showed that loss of the CENP-A tail has no major impact on centromere localization ([@B11],[@B35]). However, whether the CENP-A N-terminal region has additional regulatory roles, for instance in the regulation of non-centromeric CENP-A is unclear. Importantly, there seems to be a base level of CENP-A outside of centromeres at least during some cell cycle stages ([@B8],[@B41],[@B42]) but little is known about how non-centromeric loading of CENP-A takes place, is prevented, reversed, or kept to a minimum. We, therefore, decided to revisit the functional significance of the CENP-A N-terminus in the context of CENP-A mislocalization in order to address potential functions for the tail at both centromeric and non-centromeric sites.

Here, we report that tail-truncated CENP-A (ΔN-CENP-A) cannot localize efficiently to centromeres, but accumulates in the cytoplasm and is targeted by the proteasome for degradation, suggesting that the CENP-A tail is critical for regulating protein localization to the nucleus and, thereby, stability. Centromeric localization of ΔN-CENP-A, however, was achieved by overexpression of the CENP-A-specific chaperone CAL1 ([@B25]). Moreover, overexpression of the histone-binding factor RbAp48 caused the incorporation of CENP-A to non-centromeric chromatin without any preferences for centromeric regions. This localization of CENP-A to non-centromeric chromatin requires the RbAp48-containing chromatin remodeling complex NuRD that interacts with the N-terminal tail of CENP-A via its MTA1-like subunit. Our data suggest that CENP-A-associated proteins influence where CENP-A is loaded in chromatin and that non-centromeric loading is facilitated by a NuRD complex-dependent alternative mechanism.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#SEC2}
=====================

DNA constructs, cell lines and RNA interference {#SEC2-1}
-----------------------------------------------

All methods concerning standard molecular biology techniques were essentially performed as described in (Sambrook and W Russell, 2001). Most proteins analyzed in this study were expressed from the CuSO~4~-inducible pMT-V5-His vector (Life technologies). A detailed description of the vector cloning system can be found on the Life technologies/Invitrogen website (DES-TOPO TA expression kit). Alternatively, the cloning was also performed by restriction enzyme digestion approach. RbAp48^MUT^ construct ([@B57]) was kindly gifted by Prof. Ernest Laue and Dr. Wei Zhang and cloned into pMT vector. Mi-2 wild type and ATPase catalytic domain loss of function mutants (H1151R, R1161Q), ATPase motor brace region gain of function mutant (H1196Y) and CHD domain loss of function mutant (R552Q) were kindly gifted by Prof. Alexander Brehm ([@B58]). They were cloned into pMT vector. Drosophila S2 cells stably expressing pMT- and pLAP-constructs were obtained by Cellfectin II mediated transfection (life technologies™) using pHygromycin as a selection marker. The proteasome was inhibited with 20 μM MG132 for 6--24 h. Induction of gene expression from the pMT promoter was induced with 0.05 (low) or 1 mM (high) CuSO~4~ for 16--24 h. All DNA vector constructs and primer sequences used in this study are summarized in [Supplemental Table S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) was made using the Ambion MEGAscript kit according to the manufacturer\'s protocol. 1.5--2 million cells were cultivated in 6-well plates for 24 h and washed twice with serum-free medium. Then, 20--25 μg of dsRNA was incubated with the cells for 1 h in serum-free medium. After increasing the final serum concentration to 10% by fresh medium, cells were incubated with dsRNA for 4 days. On day 4, knockdown cells were treated and analyzed.

Yeast two hybrid {#SEC2-2}
----------------

The yeast two hybrid (Y2H) assay was performed as described previously ([@B80]). Briefly, competent cells of the yeast strain SGY37VIII, which carry the LacZ gene under the control of a LexA-operator, were prepared as described previously ([@B81]). 0.1--0.5 μg of pMM5 constructs (fusion with LexA-DNA binding domain) and/or pMM6 constructs (fusion with Gal4 transcription-activating domain) were transformed into 15 μl of competent SGY37VIII cells. 100 μl of LiPEG was added and cells were vortexed and incubated for 20 min at RT. Then, 10 μl DMSO (Fisher Scientific, Loughborough, UK) were added and cells were incubated for 10 min at 42°C. Afterwards, cells were harvested at 3000 g/3 min, resuspended in 200 μl of sterile YPD and plated onto SC-Leu/His plates. Plates were incubated for 2 days at 30°C and single colonies were resuspended in 50 μl PBS, of which 5 μl cell suspension was spotted onto SC-selective plates and incubated 1 day at 30°C. Cells were then tested for protein interaction by X-Gal overlay. Plates were incubated at 30°C for 12--24 h and then photographed.

Microscopy and image analysis {#SEC2-3}
-----------------------------

Indirect Immunofluorescence (IF) was performed essentially as described in Erhardt *et al.* ([@B24]). For mitotic chromosome preparations, cells were arrested with 3.3 μg/ml Colcemid (PAA) for 1--2 h, incubated in 0.5% Na-citrate for 7 min and cytospun using a Shandon 4 (Thermo) at 900 rpm for 10 min. The antibodies used were rabbit α-CENP-A, 1:500 (Aaron Straight); chicken α-CID 1:500 (Erhardt Lab); guinea pig α-CENP-C, 1:1000 (Gary Karpen); guinea pig α-CENP-C, 1:5000 (Erhardt Lab); rabbit α-His 1:1000 (abcam); mouse α-V5, 1:1000 (life technologies™); α-lamin, 1:500 (Developmental Studies); mouse α-tubulin 1:1000 (Sigma); mouse α-GFP 1:500 (Roche); chicken α-GFP 1:200; rabbit α-Mi-2 1:500 (Alexander Brehm). Secondary antibodies were applied at a concentration of 1:500 (Alexa Fluor^®^).

Live cell imaging was performed in 8-well chambers (Ibidi) with 1 mM CuSO~4~ (±20 μM MG132). Imaging was performed every 20 min for up to 16 h with the following settings: 20 μm in Z, 0.5 μm interval distance, 0.03 sec exposure for mCherry-tubulin, 0.04 s exposure for induced EGFP-tagged proteins. Living and fixed cells were imaged on a DeltaVision^®^ Core, deconvolved, projected and background subtracted. mCherry-tubulin signals were equalized. All processing was performed using softWoRx suite and ImageJ. To quantify fluorescence of the Live Cell Imaging experiments in an unbiased way the contrast was adjusted equally for every picture and a rolling ball background subtraction was carried out. Subsequently the RawIntegratedDensity pixel value of the whole cell and the respective nucleus was measured over 8 h in a 30 min interval, while the measured areas were adjusted according to the movement of the cell, for every timepoint using ImageJ software. The data was subsequently analyzed and statistical tests were done using RStudio software. Time course graph was plotted using Excel.

To determine the penetrance of observed phenotypes, cells or chromosomes were counted for the presence or the absence of the respective phenotypes, and the percentages were calculated accordingly. Signal intensities of maximum projected cells and chromosomes were determined using the thresholding and measuring by ImageJ software tool. The bar graphs were plotted using the GraphPad Prism. Error bars represent standard error of the mean (SEM). Significance was determined by using the Student\'s *t*-test.

Co-immunoprecipitation of GFP-tagged proteins {#SEC2-4}
---------------------------------------------

GFP fusion proteins were precipitated with the GFP-binding protein (GBP) covalently bound to NHS-sepharose ([@B82]). S2 cells expressing GFP protein at low levels under pCopia promoter (GFP only) were used as control for IP. Cell lysis was performed in IP buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8, 150 mM NaCl, 1% NP-40, 0.5% Na-Doc, 10 mM NaF, 0.1% SDS, 40 mM NEM, 1 mM EDTA, 1× Roche complete protease inhibitor cocktail). The lysate was centrifuged for 30 min at high speed (13000 rpm). Then the supernatant was transferred to a fresh reaction tube carrying 50 μl of NHS-GBP (equilibrated in lysis buffer). Co-IP was performed for 2--3 h at 4°C. Beads were collected by centrifugation (3000 rpm, 1 min) and washed six times in 1 ml IP buffer. Proteins were eluted in 2 volumes 2× SLB for 5 min at 95°C at vigorous shaking and separated by SDS-PAGE followed by western blot or mass spectrometry analysis.

Co-immunoprecipitation of V5-tagged proteins, endogenous Mi-2 and H3 from fly cultured S2 cells and early embryos {#SEC2-5}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In early 0--6 h embryos, CENP-A-V5 expression was induced by crossing CENP-A-V5 flies with actin-Gal4 driver flies at 29°C. About 20 μl dry volume of embryos were harvested and lysed in an IP buffer (50 mM Tris--HCl pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 1% NP-40, 10 mM NaF, 2 mM PMSF, 20 mM NEM, 1× protease inhibitor cocktail-Roche) using a pestle. 1.0--2.0 × 10^8^ S2 cells expressing V5-tagged proteins or endogenous Mi-2 and H3 were washed with cold PBS and then lysed in an IP buffer (50 mM Tris--HCl pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 1% Triton X-100, 10 mM NaF, 2 mM PMSF, 20 mM NEM, 1 μg/ml Aprotinin/leupeptin, 0.5 μg/ml Pepstatin). After incubating at 4°C for 20 min, the lysate was centrifuged for 30 min at maximum speed. Subsequently, the supernatant was transferred to a precooled tube containing 1 μg of V5/H3/Mi-2-antibody covalently coupled to 20 μl dry volume of agarose G beads (Roche). The Co-IP was performed for 2--3 h at 4°C. Beads were then collected by centrifugation (3000 rpm, 1 min) and washed 6× in 20 volumes of lysis buffer. Proteins were eluted in 2 volumes 2× SLB for 5 min at 95°C at vigorous shaking and separated by SDS-PAGE followed by western blot.

Immunoblotting {#SEC2-6}
--------------

Cells were lysed in RIPA buffer containing 50 mM Tris--HCl pH7.5, 500 mM NaCl, 1% NP-40, 0.5% sodium deoxycholate, 0.1% SDS, 2 mM PMSF, Roche complete, 250 u/ml Benzonase (Sigma), sonicated (Bioruptor, Diagenode) and supplemented with 4× SDS Laemmli buffer (SLB). Alternatively, after wash with PBS, cells were directly supplemented with 2× SLB (40 ul/1 million) and sonicated. For denaturation, the samples were boiled at 95°C for 5 min. For protein fractionation, cells were lysed in lysis buffer containing 50 mM Tris--HCl pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 1% NP-40, 2 mM PMSF, Roche complete. The lysate was centrifuged at 11 300 rpm for 15 min, and the supernatant contained soluble fraction. Residual pellet was resuspended with the same lysis buffer supplemented with 250 u/ml benzonase, sonicated and centrifuged at 11 300 rpm for 15 min. The supernatant contained chromatin fraction. The protein samples were separated using SDS-PAGE gel electrophoresis and transferred onto a 0.45 μm nitrocellulose membrane in Tris/glycine/methanol containing buffer. Primary antibodies used for blotting are rabbit α-CID 1:2000 (Active Motif); rabbit α-H3 1:5000 (Abcam); rabbit α-CAL1 1:2500 (Erhardt Lab); mouse α-actin 1:5000 (Millipore); mouse α-alpha tubulin 1:5000 (Sigma); mouse α-V5 1:5000 (Invitrogen); mouse α-GFP 1:2500 (Roche); mouse α-Lamin 1:5000 (Developmental Studies); rabbit α-RbAp48 1:20 000 (Alexander Brehm); rabbit α-Mi-2 1:8000 (Alexander Brehm); guinea pig α-MTA1-like 1:2500 (Alexander Brehm). Secondary antibodies used for blotting are HRP-conjugated α-rabbit 1:5000 (Abcam); α-guinea pig 1:5000 (Abcam); α-mouse 1:10 000 (Abcam). Signal detection was performed using ECL chemiluminescent solution (Thermo Fisher).

Crosslinking IP (Xlink-IP) {#SEC2-7}
--------------------------

Xlink-IP protocol was performed based on ([@B49]). Briefly, 10^8^ cells were washed in PBS and incubated in 10 ml 0.4% PFA at RT for 7 min with mild agitation. Then cells were centrifuged, and PFA was removed. 0.5 ml 1.25 mM ice cold glycine--PBS was added to quench the reaction. After centrifugation and removal of glycine--PBS, cells were lysed in 1 ml Xlink IP buffer (50 mM Tris--HCl pH 8, 150 mM NaCl, 1% NP-40, 0.5% Na-Doc, 10 mM NaF, 0.1% SDS, 40 mM NEM, 1 mM EDTA, 1× Roche complete protease inhibitor cocktail) for 30--60 min at 4°C on a rotator. Sonication for 50 cycles (10 s ON, 5 s OFF) was performed. The lysates were centrifuged at 13 000 rpm for 30 min and then transferred to the GBP beads (equilibrated). GBP-binder protocol was performed as described above. Elution was done with 50 μl 4× laemmli at 65°C for 10 min to keep Xlinks or at 95°C for 10 min to reverse Xlinks. The working of the protocol was confirmed by WB and coomassie staining, and samples were analyzed by Mass spec.

Mass spectrometry of proteins and data analysis {#SEC2-8}
-----------------------------------------------

Protein samples prepared for mass spectrometry (MS) were separated on SDS-PAGE. After coomassie staining gels have been sliced into equidistant pieces for fractionation, which have been cut out and digested with Trypsin using the Digest Pro Robotic System from Intavis. Peptides have been separated on an in-house packed C18 reversed-phase column of 25 cm length using a 120 min gradient from 3% to 36% ACN and directly injected to a Q-Exactive HF mass spectrometer.

Data analysis was carried out by MaxQuant (version 1.5.3.30) ([@B83]). In total, 12671 peptides and 1791 proteins could have been identified by MSMS based on an FDR cut-off of 0.01 on peptide and protein level. Match between runs option was enabled to transfer peptide identifications across Raw files based on accurate retention time and m/z. Quantification was done using a label free quantification approach based on the MaxLFQ algorithm. A minimum number of two quantified peptides was required for protein quantification, requantify option was activated, to enable quantification of proteins with very high ratios. In total 1787 proteins were quantified. MaxQuant raw output files have been filtered and visualized using in-house compiled R-scripts. For the Fisher Exact Test, a sub-group of data (e.g. 137 proteins having a more than two-fold higher abundance in B3A samples) were compared with total data (1791 proteins). Perseus software was used for the calculation of Fisher Exact Test. Fisher exact test was applied by using the Perseus software to identify protein categories ([@B84]), like GO terms, showing consistent abundance changes across their members (FDR filter of 0.02 using Benjamini--Hochberg corrected *P*-values).

The listed proteins in [Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} include enriched factors filtered according to log~2~ LFQ \>1 over the control. Scatterplot of log~2~ LFQ-intensities for CENP-A^FL^ versus CENP-A^B3(A)^ is shown in Figure [3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, and the enriched factors are shown in [Supplementary Table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The interesting candidate protein complexes were determined using String pathway analysis online tool.

Correlation test and protein alignment analysis {#SEC2-9}
-----------------------------------------------

ICGC data (US donors with both RNA and SNV data) -- International Cancer Genome Consortium- was analyzed using USCS XENA tool. Gene expression for CENP-A, SMARCA1, BPTF, MTA1, MTA2, MTA3, HDAC1, RBBP4 and RBBP7 was selected. Pearson\'s Rho comparison of CENPA with each other component\'s gene expression was performed and assembled in Inkscape.

Multiple sequence alignment of CENP-A amino acid sequences for five different Drosophila species and the phylogenetic tree comparison were performed using clustal omega. Multiple sequence alignment of CENP-A amino acid sequences for *Drosophila melanogaster* and human was performed using T-coffee.

RESULTS {#SEC3}
=======

The B3 domain of the N-terminal tail of CENP-A is required for protein stability and nuclear localization {#SEC3-1}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To investigate if the N-terminal tail (N-tail) of CENP-A is required for non-centromeric localization, we created truncation constructs by removing the tail in 25 amino acid (aa) increments (Δ25, Δ50, Δ75, Δ100 and Δ125 = ΔN-CENP-A), which were expressed from a copper sulfate (CuSO~4~)-inducible metallothionein (pMT) or constitutively-expressing pCopia promoter tagged with V5-His or EGFP (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Deletion of the first 100 residues had no obvious effect on protein localization and stability compared to full-length CENP-A-V5-His (CENP-A^FL^; Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}-[C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Only the deletion of the entire 125 aa N-terminus (ΔN-CENP-A) resulted in a loss of protein levels, even though the constructs were all expressed at comparable levels after CuSO~4~-induction as determined by RT-PCR ([Supplementary Figure S1A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Proteasome inhibition did not prominently affect Δ100 or any of the longer mutants but caused a substantial increase of ΔN-CENP-A-V5-His total protein levels (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}-[C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Figure S1B--E](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We concluded that the residues between 101aa and 125aa of the CENP-A N-tail contain information that influences protein stability. As previously reported, overexpressed CENP-A^FL^-V5-His incorporated into non-centromeric regions along chromosome arms ([@B11],[@B43]) and so did the tail-truncated CENP-A constructs Δ25, Δ50, Δ75 and Δ100 (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, B and [Supplementary Figure S1B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In contrast, ΔN-CENP-A-V5-His was virtually undetectable in transfected cells and metaphase chromosome spreads, and only a minority of ΔN-CENP-A-V5-His cells exhibited a low centromeric signal as confirmed by CENP-C co-immunostaining (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, B, [Supplementary Figure S1B--E](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Additionally, about 12% of cells displayed weak cytoplasmic foci of ΔN-CENP-A-V5-His after prolonged high induction (e.g. overnight), which were never observed for CENP-A^FL^-V5-His ([Supplementary Figure S1B-C](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Mitotic chromosome spreads showed that ΔN-CENP-A-V5-His localized very weakly to centromeric regions only, whereas CENP-A^FL^-V5-His incorporated broadly into non-centromeric chromatin under identical expression conditions ([Supplementary Figure S1B and C](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![N-terminal tail and B3 domain of CENP-A are required for stability and nuclear localization. (**A**) Schematic representation of constructs used as stably transfected S2 cell lines in this study. The predominant localizations of the different constructs in the presence of a functional proteasome to centromeres (Cen), chromatin (Chr), or cytosol (Cyt). is schematically indicated by the following symbols: (+): hardly detectable, +: weak but detectable signal, ++: clearly detectable signal, +++: strong signal. (**B**) Representative images of cells expressing either full length CENP-A (CENP-A^FL^) or different N-terminal truncated CENP-A-V5-His constructs (Δ25, Δ50, Δ75, Δ100, Δ*N* = Δ125). DAPI in blue, α-His in green and α-Tubulin (Tub) in red. Scale bar: 5 μm. (**C**) Corresponding western blot analysis of overexpressed CENP-A^FL^ or different N-terminal truncated CENP-A-V5-His constructs with or without MG132 treatment. Tubulin (Tub) served as loading control. (**D**) Model of CENP-A primary structure (tail: aa 1--125, HFD: aa 126--225). Positions of conserved domains are indicated (B1--3, CATD). Sequence of B3 is shown in green (tail) and red (HFD). Residues potentially encoding a bipartite nuclear import signal are underlined in blue. (**E**) Stills from time lapse microscopy of cells expressing mCherry tubulin and CENP-A^FL^-EGFP, ΔN-CENP-A-EGFP or CENP-A^B3(A)^-EGFP (induced with 1 mM CuSO~4~) in the presence or absence of MG132 (see supplemental movies 1--5). CuSO~4~ was added 1 h prior to time point t = 0. EGFP in green and mCherry-tubulin in red. Scale bar: 5 μm. (**F**) Depiction of CENP-A^B3(A)^-EGFP with the conjugated NLS at the N-terminal site and representative images for its localization after indication. EGFP in green and mCherry-tubulin in red. Scale bar: 5 μm. (**G**) Representative images of induced Δ118−CENP-A-V5-His and CENP-A^FL^-V5-His construct in the presence and absence of MG132. DAPI in blue, α-His in green and α-Lamin in red. Scale bar: 5 μm.](gkz962fig1){#F1}

The protein region between aa 101 and 125 of CENP-A contains an arginine-rich motif within the conserved block 3 (B3) domain ([@B44]) (Figure [1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Sequence analysis suggested that this motif contains a bipartite nuclear localization signal (NLS). To address the potential significance of this motif in nuclear localization, we made inducible stable cell lines that co-expressed a triple alanine mutant of the arginine-rich motif (CENP-A^B3(A)^-EGFP) or CENP-A^FL^-EGFP and ΔN-CENP-A-EGFP together with mCherry-tubulin and imaged these stable cell lines live for 16 h (Figure [1E](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and movies 1--5). CENP-A^FL^-EGFP localized to centromeres already in non-induced, leaky cells as previously described ([@B43]). Induced overexpression led to fast nuclear accumulation of CENP-A^FL^-EGFP (Figure [1E](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and movie 1). ΔN-CENP-A-EGFP, on the other hand, showed no GFP signal for several hours after induction and only a slowly increasing, faint EGFP signal throughout the cells after prolonged (e.g. overnight) imaging (Figure [1E](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and movie 2). Small cytoplasmic foci were again observed after prolonged induction with CuSO~4~, probably protein that the proteasome has not been able to degrade yet. Indeed, proteasome inhibition caused an enlargement of these ΔN-CENP-A-EGFP foci in the cytoplasm (Figure [1E](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and movie 4). Similar to ΔN-CENP-A-EGFP, CENP-A^B3(A)^-EGFP was only weakly visible in the cytoplasm and nucleus after induction (Figure [1E](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and movie 3). Upon proteasome inhibition, CENP-A^B3(A)^-EGFP cells accumulated cytoplasmic foci perfectly recapitulating ΔN-CENP-A-EGFP appearance under these conditions (Figure [1E](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and movie 5). The accumulation of cytoplasmic protein after proteasome inhibition was also detectable in ΔN-CENP-A-V5-His but never in CENP-A^FL^-V5-His cells ([Supplementary Figure S1E](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). To confirm that the B3 motif functions as an NLS of CENP-A, we placed the NLS of SV40 (PPKKKRKV) onto the N-terminus of CENP-A^B3(A)^-EGFP to create NLS-CENP-A^B3(A)^-EGFP and stably co-transfected this construct with mCherry-tubulin into S2 cells. Indeed, GFP was detectable in the nucleus and its preferred localization was virtually identical to ectopically expressed CENP-A^FL^ (Figure [1F](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). We concluded from this set of experiments that the B3 domain of CENP-A contains an NLS and that cytoplasmic CENP-A is subject to proteasomal degradation.

We noticed that even though CENP-A^B3(A)^-EGFP cannot be imported into the nucleus and is subject to proteasomal degradation, protein levels were always slightly higher than the ΔN-CENP-A-EGFP construct. To distinguish nuclear import from protein stability, we created a 'minimal tail' construct containing only the B3 and the HFD of CENP-A (Δ118-CENP-A) (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [G](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Indeed, Δ118-CENP-A-V5-His efficiently localized to the nucleus in all transfected cells. However, Δ118-CENP-A levels were strongly reduced compared to CENP-A^FL^ or the longer forms of CENP-A, both under overexpressed (pMT), as well as under low, constitutive expression conditions (pCopia) (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, [G](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S1F](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Importantly, MG132 treatment resulted in ectopic Δ118-CENP-A-V5-His incorporation throughout chromatin indistinguishable from CENP-A^FL^-V5-His (Figure [1G](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). This data confirmed that nuclear localization depends on the arginine-rich motif. Nevertheless, protein stability was still affected by the lack of the first 117 amino acids, suggesting either a protein stabilizing function of the CENP-A tail or simply a destabilization of the protein by an artificially exposed arginine stretch (N-end rule) ([@B45]). Interestingly, a clustal omega analysis showed that the triple arginines are evolutionarily conserved through five Drosophila species and also in humans, suggesting that this NLS region is highly conserved ([Supplementary Figure S4A--C](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

CENP-A loading factors influence the location of tail-depleted CENP-A {#SEC3-2}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

Canonical histones carry their NLS in their N-terminus and deletion of one NLS within a H3/H4 or H2A/H2B dimer does not prevent import due to a compensatory effect of the dimerization partner\'s histone tail ([@B46],[@B47]). We hypothesized that co-expression of pre-nucleosomal interaction partners may influence ΔN-CENP-A localization or degradation dynamics. Co-expression of histone H4-V5-His led to prominent nuclear localization of H4-V5-His but without major changes in ΔN-CENP-A-EGFP cytoplasmic localization or stability (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), indicating that the NLS of H4-V5-His is insufficient to rescue nuclear import of a CENP-A/H4 complex (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, co-expression of CENP-A^FL^-V5-His and ΔN-CENP-A-EGFP completely restored ΔN-CENP-A-EGFP localization and stability within the nucleus similar to CENP-A^FL^, suggesting that CENP-A may be present as a dimer in a pre-nucleosomal complex (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

![Full-length CENP-A and CENP-A loading factors stabilize ΔN-CENP-A or CENP-A^B3(A)^, safeguard it to the nucleus and ectopic chromosome arms. (**A**) Representative images of cells co-overexpressing ΔN-CENP-A-EGFP and either H4-V5-His, CENP-A^FL^-V5-His, RbAp48-V5-His or CAL1-V5-His. DAPI in blue, EGFP in green and α-His in red. Scale bar: 5 μm. (**B**) Stills from time-lapse microscopy of cells co-expressing mCherry-tubulin and ΔN-CENP-A-EGFP with CAL1-V5-His ([Supplementary movie 7](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) or RbAp48-V5-His (Suppl. movie 8) Time points in min are indicated. EGFP in green and mCherry-tubulin in red. Scale bar: 3 μm. On the right, 2× zoom image for *t* = 10 min is shown. (**C**) Representative images of mitotic chromosomes co-overexpressing ΔN-CENP-A-EGFP or CENP-A^B3(A)^-EGFP together with CAL1-V5-His or RbAp48-V5-His. DAPI in blue, EGFP in green and α-CENP-C in red. Scale bar: 15 μm.](gkz962fig2){#F2}

The chaperones RbAp48 (also known as p55 in Drosophila) and CAL1 have been described to complex with pre-nucleosomal CENP-A ([@B30],[@B48]). Co-expression of either RbAp48-V5-His or CAL1-V5-His with ΔN-CENP-A-EGFP led to a rescue of the phenotype of ΔN-CENP-A-EGFP with, however, remarkable differences: RbAp48-V5-His co-expression caused nuclear localization of ΔN-CENP-A-EGFP that resembled full-length CENP-A-EGFP overexpression whereas CAL1 co-expression resulted in nuclear ΔN-CENP-A-EGFP accumulations to several foci that resemble centromeric CENP-A signals of interphase cells (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

We repeated the co-expression of either RbAp48-V5-His or CAL1-V5-His with the N-terminal deleted CENP-A construct ΔN-CENP-A-EGFP and performed time lapse microscopy with cells co-expressing mCherry-Tubulin. CAL1-V5-His co-expression mediated centromeric incorporation of ΔN-CENP-A-EGFP, quickly accumulating after induction without the passage through mitosis ([@B48]); RbAp48-V5-His co-expression also mediated a nuclear localization of ΔN-CENP-A-EGFP throughout the nucleus with no centromeric specificity (Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and movies 6--7). We tested several other known histone chaperones for their ability to load ΔN-CENP-A-EGFP, including NASP, DLP, and XNP by live cell imaging ([Supplementary Figure S2A and movies 8--13](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) but none showed rescue of the ΔN-CENP-A or CENP-A^B3(A)^ phenotypes.

To confirm the different loading patterns of mutant CENP-A cells co-expressing RbAp48-V5-His or CAL1-V5-His, we analyzed the distribution of ΔN-CENP-A-EGFP or CENP-A^B3(A)^-EGFP and of the inner kinetochore component CENP-C on mitotic chromosome spreads (Figure [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). EGFP localization was strikingly different between RbAp48-V5-His and CAL1-V5-His co-expressing cells: CAL1-V5-His loaded ΔN-CENP-A-EGFP and CENP-A^B3(A)^-EGFP exclusively to centromeric sites. Immunofluorescence staining with CENP-C-specific antibodies showed that CENP-C was localized to centromeres only (Figure [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, RbAp48-V5-His expressing cells displayed a strong EGFP signal along the entire chromosome arms, with little signal at pericentric heterochromatin. CENP-C was recruited to many of the ectopic EGFP sites, suggesting the formation of ectopic kinetochores as previously shown for full-length CENP-A overexpression ([@B43]). Some of the RbAp48-V5-His co-expressing cells displayed low centromeric signal; however, additional depletion of endogenous CAL1 by RNAi led to the specific loss of centromeric ΔN-CENP-A-EGFP signal ([Supplementary Figure S2B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Taken together, mislocalization of tail-deleted or NLS mutant CENP-A is rescued by co-expressing full-length CENP-A, the histone binding protein RbAp48, or the loading factor CAL1. Centromere specificity of CENP-A loading is mediated exclusively by CAL1 in *Drosophila* S2 cells; ectopic loading, however, requires RbAp48.

The NuRD complex associates with CENP-A {#SEC3-3}
---------------------------------------

Even though RbAp48 has been identified as a bona fide interaction partner of CENP-A in Drosophila cultured cells ([@B30]), the RbAp48-containing protein complex that associates with CENP-A is unknown. To identify the complex responsible for the observed RpAp48-dependent non-centromeric loading of CENP-A, we expressed CENP-A^B3(A)^-EGFP alone (low cytoplasmic GFP signal) or CENP-A^B3(A)^-EGFP in combination with RbAp48-V5 (ectopic nuclear GFP signal), as well as CENP-A^FL^-GFP (ectopic nuclear GFP signal) in S2 cells and determined their interaction partners by cross-linking protein complexes before immunoprecipitation and mass spectrometry (Xlink IP-MS) to identify all interactions, including transient interactions ([@B49]). Pulled-down complexes were detectable by western blot (WB) as higher molecular weight bands when the crosslinks were preserved at 65°C and largely disrupted when the crosslinks were reversed at 95°C (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The pairwise comparison of LFQ intensities for detected proteins indicated an enrichment of 566 proteins over control samples (LFQ ratio \> 2; [Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Among the detected proteins, 114 of those were either known centromeric proteins or previously identified enriched centromeric proteins ([@B50]). Gene Ontology (GO) terms analysis further implicated that CENP-A^B3(A)^-EGFP interacts with chromatin-associated factors upon RbAp48 co-expression, resembling overexpressed CENP-A^FL^ whereas CENP-A^B3(A)^-EGFP without RbAp48 co-expression resulted in pulled down proteins that did not enrich for nuclear and chromatin-associated GO terms (Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Further filtering (LFQ CENP-A^FL^ vs LFQ CENP-A^B3(A)^ \> 2) reduced the candidate interacting factors to 119 enriched proteins ([Supplementary Table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Among those, we found factors already known to interact with non-centromeric CENP-A in other species, such as DEK and FACT complex subunits ([@B19],[@B51]) ([Supplementary Table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Importantly, we identified several components of the RbAp48-associated 'Nucleosome Remodeling and Deacetylase' complex NuRD to be enriched with CENP-A^B3(A)^-EGFP/RbAp48-V5 and CENP-A^FL^-GFP when compared to CENP-A^B3(A)^-EGFP (Figure [3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Tables S1 and S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The Drosophila NuRD complex contains seven subunits: the histone deacetylase proteins Rpd3, the histone-binding proteins RbAp48, the metastasis-associated proteins MTA1-like, the methyl-CpG-binding domain protein MBD2/3-like and the chromodomain-helicase-DNA-binding protein Mi-2 (ortholog of human CHD3) ([@B52]). Except for MBD2/3-like, all subunits were enriched in our mass spectrometry data sets of nuclear CENP-A-GFP.

![Overexpressed CENP-A physically interacts with the NuRD complex. (**A**) Western blot of input (1%) and α-GFP co-immunoprecipitation crosslinked complexes (37.5%) after denaturing at 65°C or 95°C from cells either expressing CENP-A^FL^, CENP-A^B3(A)^, or co-expressing CENP-A^B3(A)^ and RbAp48. The blot was probed with α-GFP. Cells expressing GFP only served as negative control. (**B**) Summary of enriched Gene Ontology (GO) terms as determined by Fisher Exact Test of proteins co-immunoprecipitating with either CENP-A^FL^, CENP-A^B3(A)^, or CENP-A^B3(A)^/RbAp48. (**C**) Scatter plot of log2 LFQ values of CENP-A^FL^-interacting partners compared to CENP-A^B3(A)^-interacting partners. The black dashed line has a slope of 1 and y-axis intercept of 0; the two red-dotted lines intercept y-axis at −1 and 1 respectively. Grey dots and gene names represent proteins that did not change more than 2-fold (log~2~ = 1) or 0.5-fold (log~2~ = −1). Purple dots and names show at least a 2-fold increase in abundance, green dots at least a 0.5-fold decrease. Pearson correlation quotient is shown on the top-left corner. All the enriched proteins for CENP-A^FL^ can be found in [Supplemental Table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. RbAp48 (Caf1), Mi-2, MTA1-like and Rpd3 components of the NuRD complex are highlighted. (**D**) Western blot of α-GFP co-immunoprecipitated NuRD complex components (Mi-2, MTA1-like, RbAp48 and CENP-A) from cells expressing either CENP-A^FL^, CENP-A^B3(A)^ or CENP-A^B3(A)^/RbAp48.](gkz962fig3){#F3}

To confirm the interaction of the NuRD complex components with nuclear CENP-A, we performed co-immunoprecipitation (IP) using the same cell lines as for the mass spectrometry analysis. The interactions with the NuRD complex components Mi-2, MTA1-like, and RbAp48 were strongest with CENP-A^FL^-EGFP but also detectable with CENP-A^B3(A)^-EGFP with and without RbAp48 co-expression (Figure [3D](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Even though we did not detect an interaction between RbAp48 and CENP-A by a yeast two hybrid approach, we confirmed a specific interaction between domains of MTA1 and CENP-A by this approach ([Supplementary Figure S6E](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These data further indicate that the NuRD components, indeed, interact with CENP-A-EGFP.

The NuRD complex is essential for ectopic CENP-A localization {#SEC3-4}
-------------------------------------------------------------

To initially characterize a functional involvement of the NuRD complex in ectopic CENP-A loading, we depleted the two essential NuRD components Mi-2 and MTA1-like by RNA interference (RNAi) in cells expressing the inducible CENP-A-V5-His constructs. A significant reduction was apparent at the protein level by immunoblotting after 4 days of RNAi (Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, [D](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S5B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). CENP-A-V5-His levels were strongly reduced, including the higher running CENP-A band that we previously identified as a mono-ubiquitylated form of CENP-A ([@B53]) (Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). In the absence of either Mi-2 or MTA1-like, we observed a significant reduction of ectopic CENP-A^FL^ by immunostaining on metaphase chromosome spreads (Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}-[C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). In the presence of the NuRD complex components (Brown RNAi control), overexpressed CENP-A^FL^ widely incorporated into chromosome arms. In the absence of NuRD complex components (Mi-2 or MTA1-like RNAi), the levels of ectopic CENP-A on chromosome arms were strongly reduced but centromeric CENP-A levels remained readily visible (Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Importantly, the levels of RbAp48 were stable after Mi-2 RNAi ([Supplementary Figure S4E](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![Ectopic CENP-A localization is reduced upon Mi-2 and MTA1-like depletion. (**A**) Western blot of Mi-2 knockdown by RNAi upon CENP-A^FL^-V5 induction (0.05 mM) probed with α-Mi-2, α-lamin, and α-V5 antibodies. Lamin served as loading control. (**B**) Representative images of mitotic chromosome spreads overexpressing CENP-A^FL^-V5 under Brown (Bw, control), Mi-2 and MTA1-like depletion. DAPI in blue, CENP-A^FL^-V5 in green and CENP-C in red. Scale bars: 5 μm and 1 μm. (**C**) Quantification of ectopic CENP-A^FL^ fluorescence per chromosome from chromosomes spreads as shown in B. Each box represents the mean of three independent experiments, and the error bars indicate the SEM. Fluorescence is measured in arbitrary units (a.u.). Student\'s t test: \*\*\*\* *P* \< 0.0001 and ns: not significant. (**D**) Western blot of proteins fractionated into chromatin-associated and soluble proteins from cells co-overexpressing CENP-A^B3(A)^-GFP and RbAp48-V5-His in Brown, Mi-2, MTA1-like depleted cells probed with α-Mi-2, α-MTA1-like, α-GFP, α-lamin and α-actin. The band intensity of CENP-A^B3(A)^-GFP was measured by ImageJ and normalized to lamin for chromatin fraction and normalized to actin for soluble fraction.](gkz962fig4){#F4}

We next analyzed if the amount and cellular localization of nuclear CENP-A^B3(A)^-EGFP levels co-expressed with RbAp48 were affected in cells depleted of NuRD complex components. We induced CENP-A^B3(A)^-EGFP in Mi-2 or MTA1-like depleted cells and inhibited the proteasome before separating the cell into a soluble (containing cyto- and nucleoplasmic proteins) and a chromatin fraction (Figure [4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Mi-2 and MTA1-like were predominantly found in the soluble fraction of control and depleted cell extracts. In control cells (Bw), the majority of overexpressed CENP-A^B3(A)^-EGFP was within the chromatin fraction even though a significant amount was also detectable in the soluble fraction under proteasome inhibition. Importantly, when we depleted Mi-2 or MTA1-like, a large proportion of CENP-A^B3(A)^-EGFP protein was not present in the chromatin fraction anymore but within the soluble fraction (Figure [4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). This result is in line with our results of mitotic chromosome spreads (Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) that shows that only centromeric CENP-A^FL^-V5 remains chromatin associated upon the depletion of NuRD complex component. These results further indicate that a functional NuRD complex is required for the localization of CENP-A to ectopic chromatin sites.

The NuRD complex was previously shown to bind to the H3 N-terminal tail ([@B54]). To test if the NuRD complex still binds H3 when CENP-A is overexpressed or whether H3 and CENP-A compete for NuRD we performed co-IP experiments ([Supplementary Figure S3A and B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We immunoprecipitated Mi-2 upon CENP-A overexpression and found that the Mi-2-CENP-A interaction is very strong and that there is a decreased interaction with H3 when CENP-A is overexpressed. We further immunoprecipitated H3 or CENP-A-V5 upon CENP-A overexpression and found that Mi-2 was more efficiently co-IPed with V5 than with H3 further suggesting that CENP-A may have a stronger affinity to NURD than H3 ([Supplementary Figure S3A and B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

NuRD complex components were indicated to be upregulated in cancer ([@B55]). For instance, MTA1/2/3 are highly overexpressed in tumors and correlate with tumor metastasis ([@B56]). Given that CENP-A is overexpressed in many different human tumor entities ([@B15],[@B17]), we tested whether NuRD subunits are also misexpressed in the same tumors. Using the UCSC XENA tool and ICGC database we compared the correlation in expression across all available cancer samples. We selected gene expression for CENP-A, SMARCA1, BPTF, MTA1, MTA2, MTA3, HDAC1, RBBP4 and RBBP7. Pearson\'s Rho comparison of CENPA with each other component\'s gene expression was performed. We found that the expression of several NuRD complex components, including MTA1/2/3, RBBP4/7 and HDAC1 strongly correlates with CENP-A overexpression. On the contrary, NURF-specific remodeling subunits, which also contains RbAp48 as a subunit, negatively correlates with CENP-A, supporting a correlation between CENP-A and the NuRD remodeling complex, and that the interaction may be also important for misincorporation of CENP-A in human cancer cells ([Supplementary Figure S4F](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Overall, the ectopic localization of overexpressed CENP-A through NuRD complex interaction might have an important role in cancer.

RbAp48 mutant for MTA1-like binding prevents CENP-A ectopic loading {#SEC3-5}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

So far, we assumed that the interaction of NuRD with ectopic CENP-A is via its binding partner RbAp48. To test this, we co-transfected CENP-A^B3(A)^-EGFP with a RbAp48 mutant construct that produces a protein with five point mutations, E361Q, D362N, E364Q, D365N and L35Y, which has previously been shown to block its interaction with MTA1-like and all the other NuRD subunits ([@B57]). We created S2 cell lines expressing the RbAp48 mutant alone or together with CENP-A^B3(A)^-EGFP. Indeed, mutant RbAp48 lost the physical interaction with its direct interacting partner MTA1-like as described previously ([@B57]) (Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). However, it retained most of its interaction with overexpressed CENP-A^B3(A)^-EGFP and the CAF-1 subunit p180 as determined by Western blotting (Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Importantly, even though mutant RbAp48 can still associate with CENP-A^B3(A)^-EGFP by Western blot, we observed an about 10-fold decrease in CENP-A^B3(A)^-EGFP localization to non-centromeric sites along mitotic chromosome arms when compared to wild type RbAp48 (Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and [C](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). The only detectable CENP-A^B3(A)^-EGFP signal visible was centromeric when co-expressed with the MTA1-like binding-deficient RbAp48 and not ectopically as when co-overexpressed with wild type RbAp48. This further indicates that MTA1-like is involved in CENP-A ectopic loading (Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Overall, we conclude from these set of experiments that the NuRD complex is required for non-centromeric CENP-A localization to chromosome arms.

![Ectopic CENP-A localization is abolished upon loss of NuRD interaction. (**A**) Western blot of cells expressing either RbAp48^MUT^only, RbAp48^MUT^/CENP-A^B3(A)^ or RbAp48^WT^/CENP-A^B3(A)^probed and immunoprecipitated with α-V5 and probed with NuRD complex components (α-Mi-2, α-MTA1-like, α-RbAp48 and α-CENP-A). Untransfected S2 cells served as control. (**B**) Representative images of mitotic chromosome spreads overexpressing CENP-A^B3(A)^-GFP alone, CENP-A^B3(A)^-GFP/RbAp48^WT^-V5, or CENP-A^B3(A)^-GFP/ RbAp48^MUT^-V5. DAPI in blue, α-V5 in green and α-CENP-C in red. Scale bars: 5 μm and 1 μm. (**C**) Quantification of percentage of chromosomes with ectopic CENP-A^B3(A)^ as shown in B. Each box represents the mean of three independent experiments, and the error bars indicate the SEM. Student\'s *t* test: \* *P* \< 0.05, \*\*\* *P* \< 0.001 and ns: not significant.](gkz962fig5){#F5}

The nucleosome remodeling activity of Mi-2 is required for CENP-A misincorporation {#SEC3-6}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Given that NuRD is an ATP-dependent nucleosome remodeler and our data suggests that its ATPase subunit Mi-2 is involved in incorporation of CENP-A at ectopic sites we tested whether Mi-2′s remodeling activity plays a role. To address this, we utilized the previously characterized Mi-2 wild type and ATPase catalytic domain loss of function mutants (H1151R, R1161Q), an ATPase motor brace region gain of function mutant (H1196Y) and a CHD domain loss of function mutant (R552Q) ([@B58]) and made the CuSO~4~-inducible pMT-constructs. Together with the different pMT-CENP-A constructs, we co-transfected those Mi-2 wild type and catalytic inactive/active pMT-constructs and created stable S2 cell lines. We then tested the localization behavior of overexpressed CENP-A when co-expressed with these different constructs. Even though the expression level of the Mi-2 constructs were highly variable ([Supplementary Figure S3C](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), the effects on CENP-A localization on metaphase spreads were remarkable: CENP-A^FL^ was strongly misincorporated into chromatin arms upon co-expression of Mi-2 WT or the gain of function mutation H1196Y, similar to what has been observed for CENP-A misexpression without any co-expression. However, upon co-expression of ATPase inactive or the dominant-negative mutants, the levels of CENP-A misexpression on chromosome arms dropped significantly (Figure [6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). This suggests that the catalytic ATPase remodeling activity of Mi-2 plays an important role in CENP-A mislocalization to chromosome arms. Since the wild type Mi-2 was still present in these cells, we speculate that those mutants bear some dominant-negative effects that causes the observed phenotypes.

![Mi-2 catalytic activity is required for CENP-A mislocalization. (**A**) Representative images of mitotic chromosome spreads co-expressing CENP-A^FL^-GFP with catalytic inactive or active Mi-2-V5-His constructs as indicated. DAPI in blue, GFP in green and CENP-C in red. Scale bars: 5 μm and 1 μm. (**B**) Quantification of the percentage of chromosomes with ectopic CENP-A in cells co-expressing CENP-A^FL^-GFP with catalytic inactive or active Mi-2-V5-His constructs. Each box represents the mean of three independent experiments. The error bars indicate the SEM. Student\'s *t* test: \*\* *P* \< 0.01 and \* *P* \< 0.05.](gkz962fig6){#F6}

It was previously reported that NuRD complex components play a role in chromatin condensation ([@B59]). In order to rule this out, we compared the nuclear size in CENP-A overexpressing cells depleted for Mi-2 or MTA1-like with control (Bw)-depleted cells. We did not detect a significant difference in nuclear area upon knockdown of NuRD components ([Supplementary Figure S5C](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) suggesting that the condensation of CENP-A misincorporated chromatin does not alter upon the depletion of NuRD components.

RbAp48 interaction with MTA1-like is required for ectopic CENP-A localization {#SEC3-7}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

We noticed that CENP-A^B3(A)^-EGFP protein was comparably stable when co-expressed with mutant RbAp48 or wild type RbAp48 even though CENP-A^B3(A)^-EGFP was virtually absent from ectopic sites on metaphase chromosomes (Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}--[C](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). We, therefore, analyzed the protein localization and stability of CENP-A^B3(A)^-EGFP by immunofluorescence in cultured cells. CENP-A^B3(A)^-EGFP was retained in the cytoplasm when overexpressed with mutant RbAp48 (Figure [7A](#F7){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#F7){ref-type="fig"}) but did not get degraded by the proteasome as observed in CENP-A^B3(A)^-EGFP without RbAp48 co-expression. The nuclear signal of CENP-A^B3(A)^-EGFP was as low as in cells that do not co-express RbAp48 (Figure [7B](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). To analyze whether the lack of nuclear import depends on the association with the NuRD complex, we used live cell imaging of cells co-expressing CENP-A^B3(A)^-EGFP and RbAp48-V5-His that were depleted of either Mi-2 or MTA1-like, and measured the rate of GFP nuclear localization over time. Interestingly, the depletion of MTA1-like caused a significant decrease in nuclear localization whereas the depletion of Mi-2 had no significant effect on CENP-A^B3(A)^-EGFP localization even though the levels of Mi-2 and MTA1-like proteins were both significantly reduced (Figure [7C](#F7){ref-type="fig"} and [D](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). Similarly, CENP-A^FL^-V5-His nuclear localization was also reduced in Mi-2 or MTA1-like depleted cells ([Supplementary Figure S5A, B and D](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). To test whether the difference is due to a defective import and proteasomal degradation, we performed live cell analysis in the same cells and added MG132 to inhibit the proteasome after RNA-depletion of NURD subunits. In the absence of MTA1-like, CENP-A^B3(A)^-EGFP was, indeed, retained in the cytoplasm and degraded by the proteasome (Figure [7E](#F7){ref-type="fig"} and movies 14--16). We concluded from this set of experiments that the ectopic localization of CENP-A^B3(A)^-EGFP requires the NuRD subunits RbAp48, Mi-2 and MTA1-like but that Mi-2 is dispensable for nuclear localization of CENP-A^B3(A)^-EGFP.

![Nuclear localization of overexpressed CENP-A is abrogated upon loss of NuRD interaction or MTA1-like depletion. (**A**) Representative images (single image from a z-stack) of cells overexpressing CENP-A^B3(A)^-GFP alone, CENP-A^B3(A)^-GFP/ RbAp48^WT^-V5, or CENP-A^B3(A)^-GFP/ RbAp48^MUT^-V5. DAPI in magenta, α-GFP in green. Scale bars: 3 μm. (**B**) Quantification of percentage of cells with nuclear CENP-A^B3(A)^. Each box represents the mean of three independent experiments, and the error bars indicate the SEM. Student\'s *t* test: \*\**P* \< 0.01. (**C**) Quantification for percentage of nuclear CENP-A^B3(A)^ fluorescence compared to total cellular CENP-A^B3(A)^ fluorescence in time lapse microscopy of cells co-expressing CENP-A^B3(A)^-GFP and RbAp48^WT^-V5 under control (brown), Mi-2 or MTA1-like depletion by RNAi. Each single y-axis value represents the mean of three independent experiments, and the error bars indicate the SEM. Student\'s *t* test: \* *P* \< 0.05. (**D**) Western blot of Mi-2 or MTA1-like knockdown upon CENP-A^B3(A)^-GFP and RbAp48^WT^-V5 co-overexpression (1 mM) probed with α-Mi-2, α-MTA1-like and α-lamin. Lamin served as loading control. (**E**) Stills from time lapse microscopy of S2 cells expressing mCherry-tubulin and CENP-A^B3(A)^-GFP and RbAp48^WT^-V5 under control (brown), Mi-2, or MTA1-like depletion by RNAi in the presence of MG132 (see supplemental movies 6--8). CuSO~4~ was added 1 h prior to time point *t* = 0. GFP in green and mCherry-tubulin in red. Scale bar: 5 μm.](gkz962fig7){#F7}

The N-terminal Tail of CENP-A is required for NuRD-mediated ectopic localization {#SEC3-8}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The conserved MTA1-like protein of the NuRD complex contains a SANT domain that is present in proteins implicated in binding of histone N-terminal tails ([@B54]). To investigate a potential role of the N-terminal tail of CENP-A in NuRD interaction, we examined the localization of the tail-deleted ΔN-CENP-A-EGFP or tail-containing CENP-A^B3(A)^-EGFP upon co-expression of MTA1-like. Co-expression of MTA1-like perfectly rescued the nuclear localization of CENP-A^B3(A)^-EGFP protein but not of the ΔN-CENP-A-EGFP (Figure [8A](#F8){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Figure S6A-C and movies 17--18](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Importantly, mitotic chromosome spreads of ΔN-CENP-A-EGFP did not show any visible EGFP signal on chromosomes, whereas the CENP-A^B3(A)^-EGFP readily incorporated into chromosome arms when MTA1-like was co-expressed (Figure [8B](#F8){ref-type="fig"}-[C](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). To clarify whether a direct interaction of the N-terminal tail and MTA1-like is a likely reason for this difference in localization behavior, we co-immunoprecipitated MTA1-like with either CENP-A^FL^, ΔN-CENP-A-V5 or only the tail of CENP-A with the histone-fold domain removed (CENP-A-ΔHFD-V5). The inducible expression of those constructs further showed that, unlike ΔN-CENP-A, CENP-A-ΔHFD is relatively stable and not degraded by the proteasome ([Supplementary Figure S6D](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Furthermore, CENP-A^FL^ co-immunoprecipitated MTA1-like efficiently but ΔN-CENP-A-V5 did not co-immunoprecipitate MTA1-like. Importantly, CENP-A-ΔHFD also co-immunoprecipitated MTA1-like even though weaker than CENP-A^FL^ (Figure [8D](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). Notably, we also detected a direct protein interaction between histone tail-binding MTA1-SANT domain and CENP-A N-tail by a yeast two hybrid assay ([Supplementary Figure S6E](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This set of experiments indicates that MTA1-like binds to the N-terminus of CENP-A and that the tail is at least to some extent important for efficient ectopic loading by an interaction with the histone tail binding protein MTA1-like.

![CENP-A interacts with MTA1-like through its N-tail and localizes to the nucleus and ectopic sites. (**A**) Representative images of cells co-overexpressing MTA1-like-V5-His either with ΔN-CENP-A-GFP or CENP-A^B3(A)^-GFP. DAPI in blue, α-GFP in green and α-V5 in red. Scale bar: 2 μm. (**B**) Representative images of mitotic chromosome spreads co-expressing either MTA1-like-V5/ΔN-CENP-A-GFP or MTA1-like-V5/CENP-A^B3(A)^-GFP. DAPI in blue, α-GFP in green and α-CENP-C in red. Scale bars: 5 μm and 1 μm. (**C**) Quantification of percentage of chromosomes with ectopic CENP-A in cells expressing either ΔN-CENP-A-GFP (control), CENP-A^B3(A)^-GFP (control), MTA1-like-V5/ΔN-CENP-A-GFP, MTA1-like-V5/CENP-A^B3(A)^-GFP, RbAp48-V5/ΔN-CENP-A-GFP, or RbAp48-V5/CENP-A^B3(A)^-GFP. Each box represents the mean of three independent experiments, and the error bars indicate the SEM. Student\'s *t* test: \*\* *P* \< 0.01. (**D**) Western blot of α-V5 co-immunoprecipitation from cells expressing either the N-terminus of CENP-A (CENP-A-ΔHFD-V5), ΔN-CENP-A-V5 or CENP-A^FL^-V5 probed with α-CAL1 (positive control), α-MTA1-like, and α-V5. Untransfected S2 cells served as control. (**E**) Model for NuRD complex-mediated misincorporation of overexpressed CID. Pre-nucleosomal endogenous CENP-A associated with H4 is recognized by CAL1 through CENP-A HFD domain, escorted to the nucleus targeted exclusively to centromeres. A potential role of CENP-A N-terminal tail in this process is not characterized. Excess CENP-A interacts with the NuRD complex, imported into the nucleus and incorporated into chromatin with no affinity to centromeric regions. The interaction of the NuRD complex with CENP-A is mediated by RbAp48 and MTA1-like, which binds specifically to the N-terminal region of CENP-A.](gkz962fig8){#F8}

DISCUSSION {#SEC4}
==========

We have presented evidence that the Drosophila N-terminus of CENP-A, and chromatin remodeling proteins which interact with it, are required for protein localization, stability and loading to non-centromeric chromatin. These findings indicate that the N-terminal tail of CENP-A is critical for non-centromeric incorporation but dispensable for centromeric localization as suggested previously ([@B11],[@B35]). CENP-A lacking the N-terminus is not able to efficiently locate to the nuclear compartment most likely due to a missing nuclear localization signal. CENP-A protein that is retained in the cytoplasm is recognized by the ubiquitin proteasome machinery and efficiently degraded. Our co-expression analysis showed that the loss of the N-terminus can be tolerated in cells with an excess of CENP-A-interacting chaperones and reveals that CENP-A incorporation to different chromatin sites is controlled by the availability of those chaperones: RbAp48 facilitates ectopic CENP-A incorporation whereas CAL1 is the major driving force of focused centromere-specific CENP-A loading. We further showed that the RbAp48-containing NuRD complex is involved in non-centromeric loading that depends on an interaction with the long N-terminal tail of CENP-A.

The N-terminus of *Drosophila* CENP-A is required for protein localization. {#SEC4-1}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Previous work in human, yeast and plant showed that the CENP-A N-terminus is implicated in the regulation of CENP-A ([@B32],[@B39],[@B60]); however, an impact on localization or stability was not described ([@B11],[@B35]). Vermaak and co-workers analyzed a CENP-A truncation that still contained the B3 motif (deletion of aa 1--118) ([@B35]). The authors detected centromeric signals as we describe here for the Δ118-CENP-A construct. Moreno-Moreno et al. deleted the entire N-terminus, however the analytical emphasis was on the quality of CENP-A localization ([@B11]). Since Δ125-CENP-A exhibits weak centromere localization in a minority of cells, their transient transfection analysis could have led to them missing the observation that most transfected cells did not show any signal.

Tail deletion causes cytoplasmic retention of CENP-A most likely because of an incomplete nuclear localization signal (NLS). Several lines of evidence support this hypothesis: (a) sequence analysis suggests a bipartite NLS composed of the arginine-rich motif and residues KR 131/132, (b) mutation of the basic residues at position 119--121 mimics the distribution of ΔN-CENP-A, (c) B3-containing Δ118-CENP-A restores centromeric signal and (d) fusion of an NLS-containing H3 tail to the CENP-A HFD restores nuclear signal. Histones encode their NLS in their N-terminal tails ([@B46],[@B47]). The loss of a single tail or NLS in the H3--H4 histone dimer has been shown to be tolerated due to a compensatory function in nuclear import of the remaining tail/NLS ([@B61]). However, one tail can play a predominant role over the other as recently observed for *P. polycephalum* H4 ([@B62]). This is interesting since co-expressed H4 did not significantly rescue ΔN-CENP-A import, suggesting that the N-terminal tail of CENP-A might play the predominant role in CENP-A-H4 dimers. We, therefore, propose that the CENP-A N-terminal tail is the major regulator of nuclear localization, and that cytoplasmic CENP-A-H4 dimers may form oligomeric complexes, or, alternatively CENP-A-H4 may form tetramers that require at least one CENP-A tail for efficient nuclear import. The (CENP-A-H4)~2~ tetrameric complex would explain our observation that full-length CENP-A can rescue ΔN-CENP-A import.

Tail-deleted CENP-A protein is trapped in the cytoplasm, degraded by the proteasome and accumulates in large aggregates when the proteasome is inhibited. We rule out misfolding as a potential cause of ΔN-CENP-A protein degradation because the tail-containing mutant CENP-A^B3(A)^-EGFP behaves similarly to ΔN-CENP-A. Furthermore, the human CENP-A nucleosome high-resolution structure was obtained from crystals that contained an N-terminal tail-deleted version of CENP-A comparable to our ΔN-CENP-A construct with no consequences for crystal formation of the remaining globular part of CENP-A ([@B63]).

Histone chaperones regulate CENP-A destination and quantity {#SEC4-2}
-----------------------------------------------------------

The two histone chaperones CAL1 and RbAp48 physically interact with CENP-A ([@B24],[@B30],[@B48],[@B64]). Whether RbAp48 is also directly implicated in centromere deposition of CENP-A in *Drosophila* was unclear. Our experiments demonstrate that both chaperones can safeguard mutant CENP-A protein, facilitating its nuclear localization and preventing its premature degradation. However, we can exclude a major involvement of RbAp48 in centromeric CENP-A targeting: even though tail-mutated CENP-A protein amount and cytoplasmic mislocalization were efficiently rescued by RbAp48, centromere-specific targeting of CENP-A was not mediated by RbAp48. In contrast, the presence of elevated CAL1 focused CENP-A incorporation precisely to centromeric chromatin, suggesting that CAL1 is able to discriminate between bulk chromatin and centromeres and deposits CENP-A only at centromeric regions, which is consistent with its role as the CENP-A chaperone in Drosophila ([@B24],[@B25]).

It was previously suggested that CAL1 not only acts as the rate-limiting CENP-A loading factor but may also contain a 'priming' function for centromeric regions prior to CENP-A loading, similar to what has been suggested in human cells ([@B48],[@B65]). Overexpressed CAL1 could then not only bring more CENP-A to centromeric regions but also provide larger regions competent for CENP-A incorporation when overexpressed. Overexpression of CENP-A without CAL1 co-expression leads to massive incorporation into ectopic sites along the chromosome arms. However, an increase of overexpressed CENP-A at centromeric regions is minimal when CAL1 is at endogenous levels ([@B43]). We conclude from our data that this ectopic incorporation is independent of CAL1 and the specificity of CENP-A for centromeres is mediated by its loading factors CAL1 without any intrinsic centromere specificity of CENP-A itself. Targeting more CENP-A to centromeres upon overexpression of CAL1 or localization of CENP-A primarily on chromosome arms upon overexpression of RbAp48 or MTA1-like suggests that CAL1 and NuRD compete for CENP-A loading, which is further supported by the observation that CENP-A centromeric localization is mostly bypassed in CAL1-depleted and RbAp48 overexpressing cells and predominantly loaded to ectopic sites.

NuRD as a regulator of CENP-A incorporation outside of centromeres {#SEC4-3}
------------------------------------------------------------------

Our data indicate that RbAp48 interacts with ectopically localized CENP-A in association with the NuRD complex. The NuRD complex has been implicated in both, gene silencing but also gene activation. The complex has been identified as a regulator of developmental transcription as well as in cell growth regulation during DNA replication in S-phase ([@B52]). This is interesting because ectopic CENP-A in human cells enriches at sites of high histone exchange ([@B19]). It is, therefore, conceivable that insect and human cells display a similar preference for chromatin regions that require a high remodeling activity, and the NuRD complex has been implicated in regions that need to create a high density of nucleosomes ([@B55]).

We showed that the B3 motif of CENP-A, consisting of positively charged residues, functions as the nuclear localization sequence of CENP-A. Loss of nuclear localization leads to efficient proteasomal degradation of CENP-A. Consistently, arginine and lysine-rich motifs in the N-terminal tail of human CENP-A have been shown to be required for nuclear import, DNA contact and centromeric targeting in human cells ([@B66]). Interestingly, the N-terminus of CENP-A interacts with the NuRD complex subunit MTA1-like. MTA1-like contains BAH and SANT domains, which have been implicated in the recognition of nucleosomes or as readers of histone tails ([@B67],[@B68]). Importantly, the minimal tail construct Δ118-CENP-A that contains the NLS, but lacks the remaining N-terminus, entered the nucleus but did not localize ectopically, further suggesting that the N-terminal tail of CENP-A is required for NuRD-dependent ectopic incorporation.

RbAp48 has also been implicated in binding to H3 N-terminal tails ([@B69]). However, since we see an interaction with RbAp48 and a rescue of the ΔN-CENP-A phenotype, we suggest that RbAp48 has some preference for the histone fold domain of CENP-A. Mammalian CENP-A is phosphorylated at S68 and ubiquitinated at K124, which regulate its binding to a prenucleosomal assembly complex ([@B70],[@B71]). Similarly, MTA1 binding to H3 N-terminal tail is dependent on PTMs ([@B72]). The interaction of MTA1-like with the N-terminus of CENP-A may, therefore, depend on the presence or absence of PTMs on the N-terminal tail of CENP-A. This needs to be tested in the future.

Although we characterized the essential role of NuRD complex in CENP-A mislocalization, it is not clear whether a NuRD-mediated histone deacetylase function by Rpd3 is involved in this mechanism. Acetylation is known to be required for licensing of *de novo* CENP-A deposition, remodeling and transcription at centromeres ([@B30],[@B65],[@B73]). For instance, in the absence of HAT1-mediated H4 acetylation in human cells, the CENP-A loading factor HJURP fails to localize to centromeres, and CENP-A is misincorporated outside of centromeric chromatin ([@B31]). HAT1 has also been described to play a role in CENP-A loading in Drosophila ([@B29]) and HAT-dependent acetylation can be antagonized by Rpd3 deacetylation in JNK/AP-1-dependent transcription ([@B76]). Based on these studies, one may speculate that the level of histone acetylation of CENP-A nucleosomes affects the stability, localization specificity and perhaps their eviction rate from non-centromeric sites; however, further investigation will be required to elucidate the relation between deacetylation and CENP-A ectopic localization.

What will be interesting to determine is whether the observed NuRD-dependent CENP-A localization to non-centromeric chromatin reflects a physiological function of CENP-A. If there are specialized deposition pathways for non-centromeric CENP-A, we postulate that there are non-centromeric functions for chromatin-associated CENP-A. For instance, CENP-A has been shown to be essential in fully differentiated, mitotically inactive cells of the Drosophila midgut ([@B77]). In addition, physiological low levels of non-centromeric CENP-A have been described before and its presence may be dynamic during the cell cycle ([@B8],[@B41]). This is further supported by our finding that CENP-A and NURD misexpression correlates in many different human cancer entities.

In human cells, the H3.3-specific histone chaperone DAXX has been implicated in non-centromeric CENP-A loading ([@B19],[@B21],[@B78]). Ectopic CENP-A nucleosomes have been suggested to be heterotypic containing one copy of histone H3.3 and one of CENP-A ([@B19]). Our live cell analysis showed that the fly ortholog DLP had no obvious effect on CENP-A loading, perhaps indicating a specific function of DAXX-mediated CENP-A loading and heterotypic CENP-A nucleosomes in humans. RbAp48 has been linked to CENP-A nucleosomes in other organisms and both, misexpression of RbAp48 and ectopic CENP-A incorporation were independently from each other linked to cancer formation in humans ([@B15],[@B74],[@B79]). We like to speculate that a deregulation of NuRD-mediated non-centromeric CENP-A may be detrimental for cells, and that it is worth elucidating the physiology of non-centromeric CENP-A loading in the future.
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